Meeting Minutes 14 2014
DATE
TIME
VENUE
ATTENDEE(S)
ABSENTEE(S)
AGENDA
Topics

2 April 2014
4.30pm
SIS GSR 2-7
Chua Pei Shan, Gwendolin Tan, Lim Xin Yi, Shemin Ang, Ng ZhenYuan
1. Feedback on User Testing 4
2. Presentation Slides
3. Rename of Deconsolidation
Details
Modifications to be made after prioritising changes in User Testing 4
Should limit the number of times user can enter a wrong
password

User Testing 4

Questions for
Client

Shemin

Should allow the selection of product at lane table or at scenario
creation as currently user is unable to add new product into the
scenario after scenario is created.

Gwen

Should allow user to input address at the start when asked for
rename of marker.
After drag and drop marker, the question “Do you want to
rename supplier marker?” is prompted. When selecting “NO”,
marker should not be created.
Change mode-mix: Default should be weekly as daily is
probably rarely used
Standardise the font for the graph
Improve alignment of the graph.
Change the font colour for the hover over to another colour
instead of red.
Indicate what LCL, FCL, LTL, FTL and average shipment
stands for in the lane form.
Information for Consolidate in the information window is not
displayed completely.
After import, user should be redirected to the scenario
management tab.
Unable to duplicate imported scenario with scenario name that
does not exists.

Gwen
Gwen

Shemin
ZhenYuan
ZhenYuan
ZhenYuan
Gwen
Gwen
Gwen
Shemin

1. Based on the feedback from user testing 4, Do we need to have a pie
chart for time?
2. Should the results for time be displayed in terms of average per
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shipment, weighted or annual?
S/N

Task

Member Responsible

Due Date

The meeting ended at 530pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no
amendments reported on the next three days.
Prepared by,
Xin Yi
Vetted and edited by,
Pei Shan

